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THE BUDGET BLACK HOLE
The General Assembly faces unprecedented cuts  

to its budget. Will any sacred cows survive?

BY MARIANNE GOODLAND AND JOEY BUNCH
Colorado Politics

W
here do you find $3.3 billion, a quarter of the 

state’s operating budget, to keep the wheels of  

Colorado state government rolling?

The Joint Budget Committee and the rest of the Colorado General  

Assembly face that monumental question, unlike any budgetary challenge 

lawmakers have faced before in the crushing wake of the coronavirus pandemic.

Complicating matters is that the hole is still being excavated, as the shutdowns 

and consumer confidence take their toll on the state economy that was booming just 

two months ago. Public officials talk about a new normal of getting by, not getting 

ahead. Fear and reason are part of the equation alongside assets and liabilities as 

lawmakers look for a path forward for Colorado.

State Sen. Ray Scott, a prominent Western Slope Republican, said the withered 

state budget  reflects the havoc in people’s lives, financially and emotionally.  

Recovery will be an evolution, not a revolution, the state senator suggested.

“But now it is time to rebuild,” Scott said. “People have lost their most basic 

freedoms and truly understand how precious freedom and our health is. The 

pain of losing loved ones is unimaginable in these circumstances, but we 

must move forward and begin recovering economically in every way 

we can but in a safe manner. I think people’s fear is now being 

overridden by basic needs for their families, and  

government will have to move aside in very short 

order and monitor, not control.”
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